Explore

ITFAQ is a French-Canadian Global IT Integrator
based in the Middle East providing a wide range of
IT solutions. Initially implemented in UAE in 2014.
Since then ITFAQ expanded and partnered with
internationally recognized IT companies.

IT Infrastructure

IT Consultancy

Software Development

Blockchain

Solutions and Support
for your Datacenter

IT Security: Audit,
Penetration tests
and outstaffing

Customized Software
Development / Artificial
Intelligence

Based on own
protocol
- Pikciochain

•
•
•
•
•
•

Converged And Hyper Converged Solutions
Server Solutions
Storage Solutions
Back Up Solutions
High Availability Solutions
VDI Solutions

Programming languages
 PHP
 .NET
 JAVASCRIPT
 J2EE
 Objective-C
 Cordova
 React
 Angular JS
Platforms:
ASO, SharePoint

Database integration:

Mobile application expertise :

 MySQL
 SQL SERVER
 ORACLE

 Native IOS
 Native Android
 Hybrid

 API integration:

Google, Oracle,
Amazon, etc.

Jumeirah Group
Our Hospitality solution for online ordering became a
corporate product for Jumeirah group all over the world for
their hotels and restaurants. MenuPlus allows Jumeirah’s
guests to order and pay hotel services (meals, drinks, Spa
Treatments) using their mobile devices from the moment
they connect to the hotels’s WiFi network without having to
download and install an app.

Meraas, Last Exit
We are currently on POC stage with Meraas for the mobile application
for the Last Exit. MenuPlus will give an access to the Menus of trucks
through the mobile App. It will detect the location of the customer and
suggest the nearest Last Exit.
Preorder option is available as well and many other features.

B-Citi, Montreal
Texts here

Web site for association
of Quebec for people
with Dysphasie
•

•

•

The web site is coded in such a way so the dictation
applications could read the content on the page. From the first
sight it is not visible if such type of website if different from a
regular one but the major difference is in the code.
The structure of the menu is simplified as well and submenus are
excluded for dictation software accessibility.
We were working closely with the Foundation for the wording of
the content because not all type of words, phrases can be used
for people with dyspahsie.

langagequebec.ca

We use the Agile software development project management methodology. The first step will be to agree on a scope of work / functionalities.
During the development we will organize regular meetings with DCAA to show progress and ask for feedback and comments. Goal will be to
immediately incorporate your feedback and comments into the system to reflect the latest ideas and improvement suggestions.
Agile Software Development
I. Requirements – Defining the requirements with the customer
II. Development – Design and Development of the software base on
defined requirements
III. Testing – Testing, internal and external training of users,
documentation development.
IV. Delivery – Integrate and deliver the working version into
production
V. Feedback – Accept customer feedback and work on integrating
changes
Month 1 :
Submittal and approval of Mood Board,
Concepts and designs System Architecture
design
Month 2 :
Database Architecture
Form
Layouts,
Screen
Layout
Coding

Month 3:
Integration with
Network International,
MAilChimp, Zoho, CRM
Functionnality testing
Month 4:
Fully integrated testing
Go live / Launch

Montreal Team (SDP)
Alain Guitard, President, Founder

Dubai Team (ITFAQ)
Luc Ladouceur, VP Product and Market Development Manager
(Dubai Based)
Luc is an ATPL and Engineer with Several years of Project
Management experience at Bombardier aerospace and Oerlikon

Alain founded SDP when he was 17 years old. Highly skill
programmer, he has developed ASO, MenuPlus, IEP software
and many of SDP’s solutions. Alain still participate in RS&DE
project and bleeding edge development. Alain has more than
20 years of experience in software architecture.
Patrick Charlebois, Head Programmer

With a bachelor degree of Angeles University in Philippines, Eric has
worked over the past 6 years on many. Net development for
schools and government. His analysis skill ensure high quality
system and adaptive solutions for customer.

Patrick has a master degree in bio-computer-science from
Laval University. He worked for the Broad Institute of Harvard
and MIT for more than 4 years. He is now directing the
programmer team of SDP. Patrick input on all Artificial
Intelligence project and big data manipulation is quite valuable.
Patrick can work with highly complex abstract and manipulate
efficiently behavior variables. Patrick has more than 10 years of
experience.

5 programmers

11 programmers

1 Designer

2 Designers

Eric Cabigting , .Net Expert (Dubai Based) and Team Leader

Support 24/7
Team 365

v

Artificial
Intelligence.

DESCRIPTION

Artificial
Intelligence

BENEFITS

With learning heuristics and advanced AI technology
embedded into our solution, our software suite can
assist your decision in real-time by highly precise bigdata analysis.
Incoherence Detection
Decision Assistant

Hypothesis Analysis In Real-time
Basic Decision Taker

DESCRIPTION

Artificial
Intelligence

BENEFITS

ITFAQ can offer customized Artificial Intelligence development and
integrate it to your current software or into our own.
Two MIT trained members of our team have state of the art
knowledge and experience in AI development. They have developed
bleeding edge AI to decode Human DNA.
Our team can develop any type of Artificial intelligence to assist
humans on context analysis, report analysis, media analysis ( pictures,
video ) and suggest results or action plans.
Our team is able to integrate AI from big actors like Google but, the
big benefit of developing an on premise Artificial intelligence
customized for our governmental organization customers is to keep
all information internally without any connection to any datacenter
outside of the country.

Since our creation we have developed customized software for many major customers (Government entities, major
corporations, Insurance Companies, Aerospace Companies …) Here are a few examples among many others :

We Developed an Integrated Investigation and
Notification System. This system will allow DCAA’s
accident and incident investigation section to carry out
full aircraft accident investigations using this single tool.
The head of the department will also be able to manage
and assign tasks to his team of investigator. The system is
web based, therefore fully mobile (can be used on mobile,
tablets and computer), bilingual. Fully secured and
encrypted the system complies with the very stringent
requirements of DCAA’s IT security specification.

A tool with embedded AI to investigate aircraft accidents and incidents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

This allows the system to suggest "best result" based on experience.
AI is able to detect incoherence into a database to pit point investigator
on those.
AI warn individual when particular event occurs and learn by the result
which person is the most suitable for a particular situation.
AI will use “Speech Recognition Tool” in order to dictate the reporter
voice and then using the “Text Analysis Tool” in order to use it to suggest
or categorize the severity of Occurrence Notification.
AI will be able to pull and analyze global databases from NTSB, GCAA
Accident investigation reports and push recommendations and
references for the investigator based on the current occurrence being
investigated.

École Vanguard Québec,
Individual Intervention Plan with
Integrated Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Do students having learning challenge needs an individualized
educational plan? The system is equipped with an exceptional
tool in this sense enabling the development of a plan according
to the strengths and weaknesses of the students in relation to
micro- graduated objectives allowing a real progression. This
tool, developed with the École Vanguard Québec, allows young
people to develop their autonomy while at the same time
providing them with effective means of achieving it.

Effectively securing your computer or network environment begins with a
comprehensive IT security audit. An audit ensures your organization has in
place necessary safeguards, protocols and technologies to manage access
and protect data.

ITFAQ's professional IT Security Audit services include:
• Cyber security framework review and mapping
• PCI DSS audit
• SOC2/SOC3 reporting
• Risk management & compliance
• Internal and external network access
• Wireless access
• Written policies

Penetration testing simulates real-world attack scenarios against your network,
as a tool to gather actionable intelligence to identify weaknesses that threaten
your systems, intellectual property and confidential data.
Penetration Testing from ITFAQ includes testing for:
•
•
•
•
•

Network penetration
Web app penetration
Wireless penetration
Physical penetration
Social engineering

You can find us at:
Dubai Silicon Oasis
Apricot Tower, Office 210
PO Box 341513
Dubai, UAE
contact@itfaq-systems.ae
tel. +971 4 326 6001
fax. +971 4 326 8050
www.itfaq-systems.ae

